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                        Weekly Crime Report 
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10-31-17__________Traffic Offense_____ ________________________________         _    Cloyden & PVDW 

At approximately 11:09 PM, officers conducted a traffic stop and cited a juvenile for Driving under the age of 21 with a Blood 

Alcohol Content of .05 - .07%, Speeding and Violating a Restricted License permit. A passenger was cited for a Curfew 
Violation.  

 
11-01-17__________Identity Theft_____ ___________________________         _                          Lakewood 

Prior to this date, unknown suspect(s) obtain the victim’s personal checking account information by unknown means and 

pass a fraudulent check.   
 

11-03-17__________Identity Theft_____ ________________________________         _          300 Blk PVDW 
Sometime prior to 11-03-17, unknown suspect(s) obtain the victim’s personal identifying information by unknown means and 

open an account with “Dish Network”. 
 

11-04-17__________Missing Person_____ _________________________   ______ 2400 Blk Via Campesina 

At approximately 12:09 AM, an officer was dispatched to the PVEPD lobby regarding a missing juvenile who was last seen on 
this date, at approximately 6:00 PM. 

 
11-04-17__________Theft_____ ________________________________         _                2200 Blk Thorley Pl 

At approximately, 10:00 AM, an unknown suspect contacted the victim claiming to be the “Head Manager” and advised the 

victim that someone was trying to access their bank Account. The suspect told the victim this could be stopped if the victim 
agreed to send $100 to sign up for AOL/Microsoft security. The suspect instructed the victim to fax a check to them and 

write in only the amount and leave the “Pay to the Order of” section blank and sign the back of the check.  
 

11-04-17__________Impaired Driver_____ ________________________________          _     400 Blk PVDW 

At approximately 11:03 PM, an officer conducted a traffic stop and arrested the driver for Driving under the Influence of 
Alcohol. 

 
11-05-17__________Traffic Offense_____ ________________________________          1800 Blk Via Olivera 

At approximately 1:27 PM, an officer conducted a traffic stop and cited the driver for Driving without a License. 
 

11-06-17__________Warrant Arrest_____ ________________________________           _      300 Blk PVDW 

At approximately 9:00 AM, an officer was dispatched to the PVEPD Lobby and arrested a subject who had an outstanding 
warrant.   

 
11-05-17__________Theft_____ ________________________________         _                       2800 Blk PVDW 

At approximately 2:36 PM, unknown suspects posing as IRS Agents contact the victim and advise they have an outstanding 

balance due and a warrant for their arrest. The suspects then instruct the victim to purchase three gift cards and provided 
them the card numbers. 


